
WHY CHATBOTS 
MEET THE NEEDS 

OF TODAY'S 
DESTINATIONS



MY STORY
I specialize in helping destinations promote tourism

through conversational marketing. Conversational

marketing is the art deploying automated messaging over

platforms known as chatbots. Chatbots can help

destinations achieve a myriad of digital marketing goals. 

Since 2013 I have operated two destination websites

within the NYC and D.C. markets. These sites earn revenue

through hotel bookings. By 2017 with no outside

investment the destination sites have generated over

$20,000,000 in hotel bookings.

I’m obsessed with conversion optimization and discovered

chatbots can work wonders as a method to deliver

personalized advice that inspires travel.  

 

I believe chatbots will become as essential to tourism

marketing as websites, visitor guides and social media. I’m

now dedicated to researching how destinations can

succeed with conversational marketing.  

Jeff Howard - Founder



What Travel  
Brands Use 
Chatbots?
From startups to blue chip travel brands,

chatbots are popping up everywhere. In

2018 there have been millions of dollars

invested into chatbots just within the

travel sector.  

"Chatbots are on the 

horizon" - SKIFT 2017 

DMO Marketing Tech 

Stack



Messaging is  
Growing 
If you have ever sent a text message, or

messaged someone through Facebook,

essentially you have used a messaging

platform. 

For many of us messaging is how we

prefer to communicate. As a result,

organizations are catching on and

finding ways to communicate with their

audience through messages.  

 

Just on Facebook alone, 2 billion

messages are sent between business

and consumers every month.  

 

Messaging adoption has now outpaced

the growth of social media platforms. 

 

   

 

 



What is  a Chatbot?
Chatbots are the tools that carry out

conversational marketing. Chatbots

automate conversations over messaging

platforms.  

Instead of communicating one to all like

a website or newsletter you can

communicate one on one.  

 

They are inherently mobile friendly, and

work alongside your existing website, or

Facebook page. 

 

Chatbot solutions rarely threaten any

existing marketing tactics. Instead,

chatbots compliment and enhance your

current marketing efforts at scale and

for a reasonable investment.  

 

Think of chatbots as the Swiss Army

Knife of destination marketing. 



4  C o m m o n  M y t h s  D e s t i n a t i o n  
M a r k e t e r s  H a v e  A b o u t  C h a t b o t s



M y t h  # 1  

Chatbots are a complex technology that uses AI and our destination is not ready for this. 

Myth Busted. The best bots automate predictable and reoccurring conversations that

happen between your destination and prospective travelers with simple logic.  

 

The best bots clearly tell a travelers what they can do and specialize in a specific subject.

The worst bots are all things to all people and try to answer complex questions. Most bots

only require one line of code to deploy on a website. 

M y t h  # 2

Chatbots are expensive and we don’t have the budget. 

Myth Busted. If your destination is paying more than a few thousand dollars to build an

initial bot you have paid too much. Smart destinations start small and build their bots in

small iterations over time.  



M y t h  # 3  

Chatbot would take a long time to develop, so its better to delay. 

Myth Busted. Bots can be deployed and tested in days. Smart destinations don’t delay

learning about bots and instead make small investments overtime to develop a bot that

eventually will be the focal point of major campaigns. Building a bot overtime is ideal. 

M y t h  # 4

Chatbot won’t solve marketing problems, we can't measure this. 

Myth Busted. Launching a bot should never be an academic pursuit, the best bots are held

accountable to specific metrics and deliver on specific marketing goals. Don’t make your

bot a digital concierge, make sure the bot delivers on a marketing goal that drives users

toward a specific outcome.  



Case Study -  Chatbot Doubles the 
Website Email  Capture Rate 

The Challenge 

Destination website Hotels Near D.C. Metro

wanted to increase the email capture rate

across the entire website.

Chatbot Deployment 

Instead of capturing email through traditional

pop-up methods a chatbot was deployed. The

chatbot conversation allowed the user to build

a personalized sightseeing itinerary instead of

downloading a large batch of itineraries

offered through traditional pop-ups. 



Case Study -  Chatbot Doubles the 
Website Email  Capture Rate 

Traditional Pop-ups

Results 

On average the chatbot was able to double

the email capture rate relative to the average

capture rate of traditional pop-up methods

like exit boxes, sticky bars, and scroll boxes.X2



7  R e a s o n s  W h y  C h a t b o t s  M e e t  t h e  
N e e d s  o f  T o d a y ' s  D e s t i n a t i o n



PERSONALIZATION

1

Destinations often market themselves as

all things to all people. For example,

"Ohio, Find It Here."  

 

Broad messaging combined with great

visuals is a natural marketing tactic to

generate inspiration.  

 

Chatbots assist inspiration campaigns by

enabling a one on one conversation with

the prospective traveler.  

 

Through automated conversation,

destinations can personalize messaging

that helps travelers determine what

might turn an inspiration into a vacation. 



DisoverLancaster.com found that both visitors and non-visitors loved their commercials,

but they didn’t know where they could do everything that was featured. To help guests

understand all that Lancaster has to offer, the staff began creating small itineraries for

niche markets in the form of a Passport. The Passports are available for visitors to pick up

at the Visitors Center. 

H o w  C h a t b o t s  C o u l d  H e l p  
t h i s  C a m p a i g n



H o w  a  C h a t b o t  C o u l d  H e l p

The commercial ads successfully generated interest, but

lacked a clear call to action and process to capture leads.

Changing the call to action to "chat with us" would have

given people a direct location to learn about the ad. 

Users could then ask the chatbot to bring up more

information about what they saw during the commercial.

During the conversation the bot would be able to offer

itineraries in exchange for an email address. 



FACEBOOK 
CAMPAIGNS

Does this sound familiar?  

 

You advertise on Facebook and send

people to your website. People hit the

site, browse around and then leave.  

 

Since your website captures email at an

extremely low rate you rarely can follow-

up via email.  

 

The remaining option is to pay additional

dollars to bring each person back to the

site. Retargeting costs continue to rise,

and you pay advertising platforms more

money.  

 

Worse, Facebook followers only see 1-2%

of everything your destination posts

further increasing the cost of Facebook. 

 

2



L o w e r  R e m a r k e t i n g  C o s t s  w i t h  
F a c e b o o k  M e s s e n g e r  A d s

Instead of directing people to visit the site right away, invite them to stay on Facebook and

chat with your organization about what they saw in the ads. The conversation will further

personalize your engagement with the traveler, and allow you to send them to the best page

possible on the website.  BUT WAIT IT GETS BETTER! 



Facebook users who engage with your chatbot in messenger then become a subscriber.

Facebook users who subscribe to your Messenger chatbot can then be sent messages at

a later time. Facebook messages are opened as much as 80% of the time. Compare that

to email which has an open rate between 10% and 20%. Instead of paying to bring

people back to your website send them messages through Facebook Messenger. This

will save on retargeting costs, and get better results than email marketing.  



F a c e b o o k  M e s s e n g e r  i s  Y o u r  
N e w  E m a i l  D a t a b a s e  

Destinations can manage their Facebook Subscribers much like they would an email

database. You can filter subscribers by many different parameters. Essentially Facebook

is providing a CRM solution that works with Facebook Messenger.  



 H o w  F a c e b o o k  M e s s e n g e r  
C o u l d  H e l p  t h i s  C a m p a i g n  

Arizona, a popular destination for Spring Training, attracts baseball fans from all over the

U.S.. The Arizona Office of Tourism implemented a two-tiered campaign focusing on the

Spring Training months. The first goal was to reach travelers currently planning their

trips and influence them to stay longer. The second goal was to engage fans who have

already booked their travel.  



H o w  F a c e b o o k  M e s s e n g e r  C a n  H e l p

Arizona has the right approach by creating a campaign that

speaks to baseball fans. These fans will be easy to target

with Facebook ads. The trick will be engaging them into a

conversation and following up with specific promotions. 

Facebook ads could be designed to have baseball fans

answer trivia about their favorite teams. By answering the

questions, Facebook Messenger could be used to start a

conversation with fans about their trip and deliver

promotions.  By using chat-based ads and follow-up

messaging on Facebook, Arizona can expect savings over

traditional methods of retargeting users.  



3 STORIES & 
PERSONAS OVER 
DIRECTORIES

DMO websites that list well-known

tourist attractions and push directory

style content make travelers view your

website as a commodity. 

 

Chatbots empower a conversation with

digital personas. Imagine an automated

conversation with a camping expert

discussing your state's top outdoor

attractions.  

 

Chatbots make your content shine

through a fun conversational tone, rather

than a search, browse, and abandon

mindset. 

 



H o w  F a c e b o o k  M e s s e n g e r  C a n  
H e l p  t h i s  C a m p a i g n

Following growing negative sentiment about Mexico and consistent decrease in tourism

from America, the Mexico Tourism Board (MTB) launched “The Place You Thought You

Knew.” campaign.  All social media efforts were supported by a PR campaign based on

celebrities who shared their experiences about Mexico. 



H o w  F a c e b o o k  M e s s e n g e r  C a n  H e l p

Fighting negative sentiment is difficult, but it will take

consistent messaging to an audience who is willing to listen

in order to shift that perception and drive bookings. 

Using celebrity profiles is a good way to spark interest.

Mexico could run ads that encourage people to ask a

celebrity what they liked about their vacation. By using a

chatbot built on Facebook Messenger, the celebrity could

then ask if the traveler wanted to follow along during their

vacation. FB messenger would be programmed to drip

messages detailing the celebrity's vacation. Because FB

messages are opened more than email, more opt-in users

would see the messages.



INFORMATION 
OVERLOAD4

Studies show travelers are visiting 40, or

sometimes even over 100, websites during

travel planning. Along with more choices

comes shorter attention spans. Websites

that don’t provide information effectively

fall behind. 

 

Chatbots help destinations stand out by

engaging users and breaking the habit of

"search, browse, and abandon," in which

only Google wins.  



FEED THE NEED 
FOR INSTANT 
GRATIFICATION

5
A study conducted by Salesforce polled over

1,000 people in the United States.  They found

that by far, the most common potential benefit

of chatbots (64%) was that consumers would

have the ability to get 24-hour service. Getting

instant responses to inquiries (55%) came in

second. 



CONVERSATION: A 
FAMILIAR FORMAT6

The format of conversation has a long history,

and it is much more intuitive than a website or

app. Conversation is the natural fit to evolve

marketing communication.  

 

Every destination has felt the pain of making

their website mobile friendly. Mobile sites often

come out clunky, hard to use and slow. Chatbots

are an effective, natural fit for mobile devices

and the user interface is more intuitive. 



Case Study -  Chatbot Increases Hotel  
Booking Revenue 65% 

The Challenge 

Three pages on a NYC destination website

receive about 750 visitors per day looking for

transit related advice. This audience is

difficult to monetize and hyper transient.

These pages struggle to convert visitors into

hotel bookings. Hotel and parking bookings

are how this website earns revenue.  

Chatbot Deployment 

The bot dubbed “Katie” would wait until a

visitor was engaged with the page content and

then ask if the user would like to speak with

“Katie,” an NYC expert on where to stay or park.

By answering no more than 3 questions users

would receive personalized recommendations

about where to stay or park. 



Case Study -  Chatbot Increases Hotel  
Booking Revenue 65% 

Results 

Hotel booking revenue from the three transit

focused pages increased 65% after

deploying the chatbot. 48% of all users who

began chatting with Katie ultimately click to

book parking, or search a hotel.  



CHATBOTS ARE 
COMPATIBLE 7

The current condition your website does not

matter, or even if you’re in the midst of

transitioning to a new website design.  

 

Chatbots lay over websites and can be triggered

to appear automatically or through a link. 

   

Chatbots are naturally mobile-friendly, email-

friendly, and social media-friendly.  

 

Facebook encourages messaging, and Google is

experimenting with messaging as an Adwords

extension. 



SCHEDULE A DISCOVERY CALL 
calendly.com/jeff-284

Please use the link above to book a discovery call. The purpose of the call is

simply to get to know one another and discuss conversational marketing. After

the discovery call I will deliver your organization a conversational marketing

audit in the form of a 20 minute screencast. The audit will help your

destination determine a starting point to begin taking advantage of chatbots.


